
Wall Shear Stress (WSS) System
Freeman Technology are the worldwide 
exclusive distributors of Lenterra products.

The WSS system consists of a RealShearTM 
sensor, the Lenterra Optical Interrogator (LOI) 
and ruggedised laptop with bespoke software.

The system provides an in-line, real-
time assesssment of liquid flow enabling 
improvements in process understanding and 
manufacturing efficiency in various industries. 

FEATURES

• In-line, real-time measurement
• Bi-directional sensitivity
• Chemically resistant construction
• Fibre optic connectivity
• High measurement rate

BENEFITS

• Enhance process understanding 

• Improve product quality and 
consistency 

• Optimise cycle times 

• Accelerate / simplify scale-up 

• Minimise ‘out of specification’ 
material and rework 

• Improve compliance 

• Reduce costs (rework, resample, 
retesting etc.)

APPLICATIONS

• High-shear mixers
• High-shear blending
• Bioprocessing pumps
• Jets and sprays
• Measurement of dynamic viscosity

HOW IT WORKS

The RealShear sensor is mounted flush with a pipe, 
vessel wall or rotor-stator workhead providing a real-
time measurement of wall stress.

The sensor consists of a floating element attached to 
a cantilever beam that deflects in response to shear 
force as liquid flows across its surface. The cantilever 
transmits the shear force to two optical strain 
gauges, or Fibre Bragg Gratings (FBG), mounted 
internally. When the beam is deflected, one FBG is 
extended and the other is compressed, leading to 
a shift in wavelength that quantifies flow force and 
temperature. A larger deflection results in a greater 
shift.

Fast, continuous measurement of flow rate, viscosity 
and multiphase flow characteristics are provided via 
the LOI.
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APPLICATION - HIGH-SHEAR MIXING

High Shear Mixers (HSMs) are increasingly employed across numerous industries, providing 
shorter mixing times and radically improving throughput compared with conventional mixing 
techniques.

The RealShear sensor can be mounted within many different types of process equipment, 
including rotor-stator HSMs which contain a rotor that rotates in close proximity to a stationary 
element (a stator). Mix components that pass between these elements experience high 
shear stress, which is the lateral force exerted by a surface on the material or vice versa. The 

Advantages of the RealShear Sensor

• Wall shear stress measurements at high acquisition rate

• Rapid assessment of the impact of process parameters, e.g. mixer speed and temperature, 
on material properties

• Minimal impact on the process

• Ability to detect minor changes in wall shear stress, flow rate and fluid viscosity

• Enables efficient process scale-up
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Shear stress signal for steady state operation Shear stress signal as mixer is turned on and off

assessment of viscosity, granularity or, in the case of 
a food product, qualities such as ‘spreadability’ or 
‘mouthfeel’, is important to ensure high quality final 
products. Despite the close proximity of the rotor 
and stator, the RealShear can be used to provide in-
line measurements of wall shear stress to determine 
when target characteristics have been achieved. 

As data is acquired in real-time, it can be used 
to improve process efficiency and prevent over-
processing – demonstrating its value as an effective 
PAT tool in the manufacture of emulsions and other 
liquid substances.


